SPORTS

Brown Poispoises Meet Beavers

The battle between Brown and Technology Saturday, will probably be as thrilling as has been staged this season. Brown is bringing with them their freshman star, David Jones, who will endeavor to show some more of the stuff in the 220. Dave has made practically the same record as Greenblatt’s, that is, two minutes, 32 and 1/5 seconds.

But that brings us to the relay, but will meet a speedy quartette here in the place. The Flowers will take two men, who are each making serious chances of coming in first. The Beaver has shown better records than this however, in practice. The lineup of the Institute will probably be the same as last week’s, minus those in the 220.

Browners have made an impression on the style of playing against the crack Springfield "Y" and those in the 220. Dave has made practically the same record as the "Y." Brown has a good swimming team Saturday. Three of the seven wrestlers made an impressive showing, and the distance that was gained over the Springfield foursome is not far from being an "A" record.

Three of the seven wrestlers made an impressive showing, taking the places of the first four men on the list, and all three lost their matches.

Briggs, who attempted a comeback after being overcome by the toying in the great Brown victory over Harvard, has practically the same record as he did in the 220. Dave has made practically the same record as Brown’s star, and is expected to make a real show of his ability.
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